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Pair plasmas, comprising particles with equal masses and equal absolute charge of opposite

signs [1], exist in various environments. Electron-positron (e-p) plasmas occur in astrophysical

environments such as pulsar magnetosphere and neutron stars [1, 2, 3], but also in the laboratory

[4]. Recent cutting edge experimental techniques have enabled ion-free high-density electron-

positron pair plasma production via a sophisticated laser-plasma setup [5]. Fullerene (pair-ion)

plasmas in recent years [6, 7] has provided new inspiration in the field, essentially mimicking the

dynamics of e-p plasma, without the effect of recombination (mutual annihilation) processes.

In this work, we introduce an analytical model for shock excitations in pair-ion plasmas, tak-

ing into account collisionality and kinematic (fluid) viscosity. The existence of a third species

is taken into account, representing e.g. ions, in electron-positron-ion plasmas, or heavy defects

(dust), in fullerene plasma. A hybrid Korteweg de Vries/Burgers equation (KdV-B) is derived,

and the effect of relevant plasma configuration parameters, in addition to dissipation, is investi-

gated, via a parametric analysis, and also dynamically (numerically). Our work extends earlier

studies of ion-acoustic type shock waves in “pure” (two-component) pair-ion plasmas [8, 9],

and aims at providing a comprehensive description of fullerene plasmas or, e.g., dusty pair-ion

plasmas [10] in particular, where dissipative effects may be significant.
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